Stimulation of cation transport in mitochondria by gramicidin and truncated derivatives.
Gramicidin and the truncated derivatives desformylgramicidin (desfor) and des(formylvalyl)gramicidin (desval) stimulate monovalent cation transport in rat liver mitochondria. Cation fluxes were compared indirectly from the effect of cations on the membrane potential at steady state (state 4) or from the associated stimulation of electron transport. Rb+ transport was measured directly from the uptake of 86Rb. The truncated gramicidins show enhanced selectivity for K+ and Rb+ when compared to gramicidin. Moreover, the pattern of selectivity within the alkali cation series is altered, i.e., Rb+ greater than K+ greater than Cs+ greater than Na+ greater than Li+ for desfor and desval as compared to Cs+ greater than Rb+ greater than K+ = Na+ greater than Li+ for gramicidin. The cation fluxes through the truncated derivatives are more strongly dependent on the cation concentration. The presence of high concentrations of permeating cation enhances the transport of other cations through the truncated derivative channels, suggesting that cations are required for stabilizing the channel structure. In high concentrations of KCl, desfor and desval are nearly as effective as gramicidin in collapsing the mitochondrial membrane potential, and, consequently, in the uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation and enhancement of ATP hydrolysis. Preliminary experiments with liposomes show that 86Rb exchange is stimulated by desfor and desval almost to the same extent as gramicidin. These results strongly suggest that the truncated gramicidins form a novel conducting channel which differs from the gramicidin head-to-head, single-stranded beta 6.3-helical dimer ("channel") in its conductance characteristic and its structure.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)